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NPRG RELEASES REPORT ON
THE COMPETITIVE CARRIER MARKET:
SERVICE REACH, MARKET SHARE AND GROWTH POTENTIAL
Competitive Carriers Expand Addressable Market Opportunities and
Continue to Set the Stage for Continued Growth
LAS VEGAS – March 11, 2013 -- Today, New Paradigm Resources Group, Inc. (NPRG) announced the release of its
new study examining the competitive telecommunications market. NPRG's newest report – “The Competitive Carrier
Market: Service Reach, Market Share and Growth Potential” – details the markets served by each facilities-based
competitive carrier, as well as the market share of each provider in those markets.
“Facilities-based competitive providers continued to expand and solidify their ability to reach new business customers,”
said Craig Clausen, NPRG's Executive Vice President and Principal Analyst. “This report illustrates not only how far
these carriers have come, but also how much more opportunity for growth lies before them.”
This report combines NPRG's ongoing research and extensive carrier databases with the detailed market and competitive
provider databases developed by GeoResults. "Our telecom databases offer insights into market-level activity and
shifts," said Jim Kenny, Senior Vice President with GeoResults. "Combining our data with NPRG's service provider
market analyses opens new views into who is gaining ground and who is not in telecom's business services arena."
Additionally, this report was produced with the cooperation of COMPTEL and its member companies. COMPTEL is the
leading trade association for the competitive communications industry. “COMPTEL's carrier members are among the
most innovative in the industry and have invested heavily in expanding their networks,” Clausen noted. “As a result,
their in-market growth potential, as shown in this report, is significant.”
NPRG's "The Competitive Carrier Market: Service Reach, Market Share and Growth Potential Report" can be
purchased by calling (312) 980-4701 or visiting www.nprg.com.
NPRG's next industry analysis report will extend this research further by examining the fiber network operators – those
service providers focused on construction fiber networks deep into metro areas and providing Gigabit bandwidth
services.
About New Paradigm Resources Group
New Paradigm Resources Group, Inc. (NPRG) (www.nprg.com) is one of the nation’s foremost research and consulting firms
focused on analyzing the converging telecommunications and information industries. NPRG provides its clients with the critical
communications market data, information and analyses needed for decision-making purposes. NPRG was founded in 1993 and is
headquartered in Chicago.

About GeoResults
GeoResults, Inc. is the leading Telecommunications Industry database and consulting firm in the US market serving many of the
nation’s top ILECs, CLECs, Cable MSOs and Cellular Carriers. GeoResults provides its clients with national telecom database
products and services, national telecom boundary products and customized telecom services and solutions to enable them to develop
highly focused marketing strategies and competitive analytics to achieve market advantage and profitable business growth.
GeoResults was founded in 2001 and is located in the Atlanta area.
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